16 Piece Twister
Drilling Set.

TECHNICAL
REFERENCE GUIDE

Drill. With Impact.
Not all ¼” shank accessories can withstand the higher torque produced by an
impact driver. Our 16 Piece Twister Drilling Set combines our premium Twister
Rated tools, all of which are built to provide the performance and durability
required for use in impact drivers.

Tech-Tips for drilling
with an impact driver
Efﬁcient drilling is achieved by maintaining the rotation of the
drill bit and minimising the “ratcheting” / impact function
occurring. This may involve reducing the drilling pressure
momentarily (this is not possible with the WoodBeaver).
Try and use all drill bits as close to the recommended
RPM as possible.
Try not to strike the surface of the drilled material with the
quick-change mechanism as this will disengage the drill bit .

Our ¼” shank drill bits can also be used in
most hand held machines with 3 Jaw Chucks.
850W+

Acceler8%
Perfect for drilling: Steel trunking, cabinets, enclosures, panels, cladding

8% Cobalt HSS
cutting edge

1/4” shank
Pre-assembled
with pilot drill

User Instructions:
Acceler8% can be used in up to 1.6mm thick: Mild Steel, Stainless Steel & Aluminium
Use of an appropriate lubricant will increase tool life – try Armeg Cutting Compound (ECC002)
Remove material ‘slug’ before commencing subsequent holes
After pilot drill penetration, be careful not to ‘bang’ the holesaw onto the surface.
This could damage or break the cutting teeth
Observe the speed recommendation chart:
Part Number

Diameter (mm)

Mild Steel RPM

Stainless Steel RPM

Aluminium RPM

SSH020

20

440

220

675

SSH025

25

350

175

525

SSH032

32

275

140

410

Replacement parts are available:
Replacement Drive Pilot (SSHDP), Replacement Spring (SSHSPR)

M5x5

2.5mm
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TM

Nail-Proof Stubby WoodBeaver
Perfect for: Drilling in nail embedded wood, inter-joist drilling and working in tight spaces
4 cutting teeth

1/4” shank
Self feed tip

User Instructions:
Nail-Proof Stubby WoodBeaver can be used in: Nail embedded wood, Hardwood, Softwood, Chipboard,
Veneered Chipboard, Plywood
When encountering a metal object, if possible, reposition the drilled hole. Continuing drilling the
metal object with the Nail-Proof WoodBeaver will reduce its working life
When using an impact driver, back off the pressure, or even reverse the power tool if the accessory
stops rotating – particularly when encountering nails etc. If rotary impact continues to be applied
to a stationary accessory, damage can occur
Observe the speed recommendation chart:
Diameter (mm)
20 – 25mm

RPM
1000 - 1500

When used with relevant adaptor

Twister Impact Rated
¼” Hex Masonry Drill Bits
Perfect for: Drilling ﬁ xings holes for wall plugs etc, one handed drilling in tight spaces and
drilling multiple materials
1 piece design
Custom ground drill tip

1/4” shank

User Instructions:
Twister Masonry Drill Bits can be used in:
Soft Brick, Medium density block, Concrete common bricks, Red facing bricks, Timber, Plastic,
Sheet Metal, Ceramic, Soft Tile, Not designed for use in heavy duty masonry materials
The drilling speed for Twister Masonry Drill Bits is largely governed by the power tool itself
Replacement parts are available:
Part Numbers
Diameter (mm)

Overall Length Working Length
(mm)
(mm)

Singles

Twin-Pack

Packs of 4
TM05.5X150FP

5.5

150

95

-

TM05.5X150TP

6.0

150

95

-

TM06.0X150TP

-

7.0

150

95

-

TM07.0X150TP

-

8.0

150

95

TM08.0X150S

-

-

10.0

150

95

TM10.0X150S

-

-
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Twister HSS Cobalt
Perfect for: Fixing holes and tapping and clearance holes

5% Cobalt Drill Bit

1/4” shank

User Instructions:
Twister HSS Cobalt Drill Bits can be used to cut: Mild Steel, Stainless Steel, Cast Iron, Aluminium,
Brass, Wood, Plastic
Using an appropriate cutting lubricant will reduce drilling time and improve tool life
Ensure accessory is cutting efﬁciently before applying pressure to avoid breakage at start-up
Pilot drilling with a smaller diameter ﬁrst will reduce drilling time and improve tool life
Observe the Speed Recommendation Chart:
Diameter
(mm)

Mild Steel
RPM

Free-Cutting Stainless
Steel RPM

Grey Cast
Iron RPM

Aluminium
RPM

Copper
RPM

Brass
RPM
4244

3

2334

1485

3501

4244

4244

4

1751

1114

2626

3183

3183

3183

5

1401

891

2101

2546

2546

2546

6

1167

743

1751

2122

2122

2122

Quick-Change Adaptors
Perfect for: Extra reach, converting ¼” shank accessories to SDS Plus compatibility

Pull Collar Back

Pull Collar Back

User Instructions:
Pull the collar back to insert and release accessories. The adaptor must be pushed fully into the
nosepiece of the machine
Ensure accessory is positively located before commencing drilling
Ensure accessory is cutting efﬁciently before applying pressure to minimise
“wobble” and potential breakage
Do not use hammer action
Don’t allow the quick-change mechanism to contact the surface of the material whilst drilling
Please note, SDS machines may not run at the correct recommended speed for the accessory –
running at the wrong speeds can cause premature wear
32mm diameter WoodBeavers (not included within this set, but available as a separate item)
cannot be used within either adaptor
Replacement parts are available:
• Replacement 230mm Long ¼” Extension Rod (WWB1/4HEX250),
• Replacement ¼” to SDS Plus Adaptor (SDS1/4WB055)
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Thank you for buying an Armeg smarter drilling set. Your set is
designed and manufactured to provide many hours of effective
use and we trust you will beneﬁt from its features and performance
beneﬁts. In the highly unlikely event that, for any reason, one of the
set components should actually fail then please note the following
procedure and policy.
Please contact the retailer where you purchased your
set and report than an item within the set has failed.
Your retailer will then contact Armeg Ltd to return the
failed item to us, which our quality team will inspect
and produce a technical report for.
Should the Armeg Ltd technical report ﬁnd there
is a material or manufacturing fault then that item
will be replaced under warranty.
Please note that complete sets will not be replaced
under warranty, only the set component(s) in question.
We hope you enjoy many years of smarter
performance with your Armeg product.
Re-Order Part Number: TW16PCSET
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